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As the world’s oil and gas drilling 
becomes increasingly complex, 
Drilformance technology delivers 
eloquent simplicity.
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Demonstrating
Rusty PetRee, DRilfoRmance, usa, 

PRoviDes a PeRsPective on  
PDc bit innovation in this 

month’s coveR stoRy.

a dvances in drilling and completion technology are one of the key 
factors enabling the economic development of unconventional 
resources. Resource plays demand consistent high performance 

in order to deliver acceptable returns for operators. Drilling today can 
be thought of as a repeatable lean manufacturing process. Measurable 
efficiency and consistency is essential for top operators that are 
transforming the predictability of the drilling process. 

The variables determining an optimal formula are numerous and 
involve multifaceted relationships. Well profiles are becoming increasingly 
complex, encompassing demanding directional requirements. Lateral 
sections exceeding true vertical depth and high angle build rates that were 
considered unusual only a few years ago are now becoming standard 
practice. In short, advanced drilling technology has ushered in a new era. 
Precision designed and manufactured PDC bits utilising solid steel are at 
the pinnacle of a transformation pyramid for the delivery of consistent high 
performance. 

historical PDc bit manufacturing process
In the early days of diamond bit manufacturing, natural diamonds were 
surface set into castings of tungsten carbide. The tungsten carbide 
provided an abrasion resistant mechanical mount for the natural diamond 
to perform the work of breaking down rock. After PDC cutter technology 
emerged from General Electric Labs, bit manufacturers began producing 
PDC bits using the same techniques and infrastructure as for natural 
diamond bits. The 30 plus year-old mould making and casting method is 
still utilised today to produce the vast majority of PDC bits. A historical 
advantage of this method was erosion resistance. Distinct disadvantages 
to this method include imprecise tolerances, different expansion 
coefficients, shrinkage difficulties, a welded shank connection, a 1200 ˚C 
heat process that can compromise metallurgy, matrix material that is 
prone to fatigue and cannot be fished with a magnet when it does break, 
and structural integrity limitations resulting in shorter blade height and 
increased blade width. 
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manufacturing a better bit
Drilformance produces PDC bits from solid steel utilising 
precision 5 Axis CNC machines. The steel is encased in  
Rhino-Armor™, a proprietary material and process, which 
provides improved erosion resistance on all critical surfaces. 
Other major PDC manufacturers are only beginning to adopt 
the advantages of solid steel manufacturing techniques. 

The company’s manufacturing techniques allow for the 
maintenance of cutting structure concentricity within 0.010 in. 
relative to the axis of the bit pin. These tolerances and 
consistency are beyond the reach of traditional manufacturing 
methods. Precision-machined cutter pockets hold perfect 
tolerance to enable exact location and high quality PDC cutter 
mounts. Steel body bits produced via these manufacturing 
techniques have significantly higher tensile strength and ductility 
enabling higher impacts and torsional loading without failure 
and less vibration during operations. The material strength 
provides more design flexibility such as high blade stand off, 
thinner blades, larger junk slot area, parabolic shaped bodies, 
and optimal nozzle placement increasing cooling and rock 
penetration efficiency.

Demanding drilling environments demand 
innovation
A unique design philosophy results in compact unibody 
models with enhanced directional control, more intricate cutter 
geometry, and a host of other design elements including 
proprietary Heli-Path™, Shadow-Path™, and Cryo-Edge™ 
technologies that combine to create high performing products. 

Examples of models only recently released ranging in size 
from 17 ½ in. to 4 3/4 in. From DF 516T, DF 513T3, DF 716T, 
DF 813T2, DF 616T2, DF 6P, DF 510Z; The company produces 
high performing models for applications ranging from ultra fast 
surface applications to ultra tough lateral applications, which 
were only possible with roller cones less than a year ago. Recent 
breakthroughs include fit for purpose bits specifically designed 
to utilise Cryo-Edge, Pirhana™, or Vision™ geometrically 
differentiated PDC cutters. 

Creative engineers have accelerated innovation from 
top performance models for directional applications to top 
performance models for each interval from surface to TD. 
Record bit runs are often used as a sales tool in the bit industry. 
It can be exciting to tout record runs but logically, predictable 
high performance is what generates higher returns to operators. 
As a result, the company’s focus is on predictable high 
performance.

Below are a few examples that highlight innovations towards 
the consistent delivery of improved performance in diverse 
environments. The DF 513T3 is providing operators with ROP 
gains over 20% compared to previous standards of performance 
on drill out and transitional drilling applications. 

The 8 3/4 in. DF 513R is providing operators exceptional 
directional control, durability, and performance in many markets 

Figure 1. 8 3/4 in. DF 513T3: for transitional drilling applications.

Figure 2. Comparison of DF 516T 12 1/4 in. runs with four other 
major bit manufacturers.

table 1. comparison of Df 516t 12 1/4 in. runs with four other major bit 
manufacturers

Supplier Average ROP Average depth out Average ft drilled No. of runs

Company A 122 2755 2651 12

Company B 127 2574 2471 2

Company C 136 2898 2793 5

Company D 142 3101 3000 8

Company A - D 
average

130 2860 2757 27

Drilformance 177 3077 2976 8

Figure 3. ROP and standard deviation of DF 516T 8 3/4 in. and other 
leading bit suppliers.

including build sections in the Bakken consistently completing 
the interval in 24 hours, 16% faster than previous standards. 

Table 1 depicts the results of the 35 most recent runs  
in a field of one top operator comparing the first eight  
12 1/4 in. DF 516T runs with the last 27 runs from four other 
major bit manufacturers. 

The data in Table 2 are results of one bit curve and lateral 
runs in a field utilising the same drilling rigs, bottomhole 
assemblies, operating parameters and mud system. The 
information compares the most recent 188 runs over the last 
six months consisting of 164 runs of major bit manufacturers 
and the first 24 runs with 8 3/4 in. DF 516T. The standard 
deviation, a measure of predictability, for DF 516T runs is 
6.5% compared to 20% for all other runs, a 67% reduction in 
variability. Mean ROP performance for DF 516T is 99 ft/hr, 
compared to 78 ft/hr for all other runs equating to a ROP 
performance gain of 27% or over 21 hours per well. This 
example provides insight into both the consistency and 
performance of the DF 516T. Based on economics of this 
operator the first 24 runs alone result in over US$ 1 million in 
increased cash flow for the operator. 

Two additional examples highlight the versatility range of 
the DF 516T design. A 7 7/8 in. DF 516T set an ROP record in 
the Niobrara by drilling a directional S-curve well to 8806 ft  
total depth (7966 ft drilled) in 13.8 hours at an average ROP 
of 577 ft/hr producing exceptional drilling efficiency by any 
standard of measure. A 8 3/4 in. DF 516T recently drilled from 
7631 ft to 15 093 ft in the Eagle Ford with an average ROP of  

100 ft/hr finishing 
the curve from 80˚ 
and holding a tight 
window in the lateral 
to total depth. What 
particularly makes 
this run notable in 
addition to the ROP 
performance is that 
only 338 ft was drilled 
sliding over the entire 
interval to stay within a 
tight zone. Drilling 95% 
of the 7462 ft interval 
rotating emphasises 
the DF 516T’s 
exceptional tracking 
ability. 

Another textbook example of a new solution being created 
is the DF5P produced with Pirhana PDC cutter technology. 
The first run with a 6 3/4 in. DF5P bit was an over pressured 
plastic shale lateral application. The entire interval was drilled 
at an average ROP of 66 ft/hr compared to all bit runs within 
a 3.5 mile radius average of 33 ft/hr, a 100% performance 
increase.

Differentiated business model
Bit manufacturers and PDC cutter manufacturers design 
their business around volume production. This strategy 
creates natural barriers that result in long timeframes for 
the introduction of advances, stifling innovation. Goals 
from the operator to PDC bit manufacturers to PDC cutter 
manufacturers can diverge. For example, a PDC cutter 
manufacturer may delay introduction of new technology that 
could increase PDC cutter life as this might impact volume 
sales. A PDC bit manufacturer may have a large volume of a 
particular bit model in the market and making it obsolete by 
introducing a higher performing model could prove too costly 
to warrant transition. 

Drilformance has chosen a business model based on 
the boutique production of high performance fit for purpose 
products for selected markets. The model enables quick 
deployment of technologically advanced products in volumes 
required to meet selected customer demand. The design 
parameter window is also larger than constraints imposed 
by other business models. The company’s design and 
manufacturing team have freedom of parameters from raw 
materials to processes in production of the final product. For 
example, the majority of PDC bit designers are solely focused 
on the structure and placement of PDC cutters in a bit body. 
The PDC cutter design and selection is normally outside their 
control. By enabling integration and development of fit for 
purpose technologically advanced boutique PDC and bit model 
designs, the PDC cutter can be matched to a unique bit model 
and, most importantly, to specific drilling markets. 

the next evolution
The next evolution is to achieve a step change in performance 
through the integration of additional components of the BHA to 
enhance rock destruction mechanics and eliminate unnatural 
BHA stress typical with legacy tools.  O T  

table 2. comparison of Df 516t 8 3/4 in. with other major bit manufacturers

Bit model Average ROP Std Dev % Average hrs Average depth in Average depth out Average ft drilled No. of runs

All others 78 20.0% 90 6804 13 507 6703 164

DF516T 99 6.5% 68 6742 13 541 6798 24

Figure 5. 8 3/4 in. DF 516T:  
for fast vertical, directional, 
horizontal applications.

Figure 4. New bit models incorporate unique profiles and PDC geometry.

Figure 6. 6 3/4 in. DF 5P: the 
Pirhana PDC design enhances 
lateral performance.


